Smart fluid management from suction to disposal
Focus where it matters

Serres is the progressive leader in smart fluid management solutions

Our suction bag systems are used in 40,000 operations every day around the world. Through our solutions we help healthcare professionals to succeed in their daily work.

We have used our expertise to develop Serres Suction Systems for reliable and versatile fluid collection and disposal. Today we expand our range of solutions into a more complete offering around managing fluids during and after suction. Working at the top of our abilities with precision, we create reliability in environments where it is essential.

Serres Nemo was born from years of good collaboration with our distributors and working closely with healthcare professionals. It is a new type of solution for dealing with fluid disposal in a safer, cleaner and more cost-efficient way.

We pioneer to make fluid management smarter, easing the everyday life of people who rely on our equipment day in, day out. Our shared passion with the hospital staff is caring and using our expertise for the patients' benefit. So that each of us can do what we do best and focus where it matters.

For more information, visit serres.com
Suction is vitally important and it must work at all times. Serres suction bags have been developed over years to provide safe and reliable suction in all operations and areas of the hospitals.

For any operation to begin, you first need power and suction. So fluid collection has a critical role. That’s why reliability is the first quality you look for in suction bags. Ours offer versatility, making them suitable for a variety of situations and enabling the whole range of disposal methods. In collaboration with healthcare professionals, we have developed our solution to be as easy to use as possible. We aim to make it immune to errors.

That’s how we can create one less thing for nurses to worry about, and help them deliver the care their patients’ need.
Creating value disposal-by-disposal

Serres Nemo

We continue to develop our fluid management solution into a holistic portfolio that answers to your diverse needs around suction.

In fluid disposal, Serres Nemo provides cost benefits with every emptied bag. The device allows you to empty the suction bag’s content into the sewer in a clean and easy way. Therefore your waste disposal costs only apply to empty suction bags rather than all the fluid waste, resulting in up to 97% cost savings.

From a hygiene point of view Serres Nemo provides an unparalleled system in fluid disposal. The device cleans up the whole process while minimising risk of contamination.

Serres Nemo creates value from a cost-efficiency, work efficiency and occupational safety point of view. The device is designed to remove the discomfort factor from fluid management. It makes the disposal of suction bags safer, cleaner and easier than ever before.
Advantages in and around the hospital

Hygiene is at the top of any hospital's priorities. Ours too. That's why all the solutions we design help ensure hospital staff can work as safely as possible. Serres solutions are always designed with the users in mind, to ease daily workflows and to answer high demands with reliable quality.

1. Hospital management
   - Quality products that create value in use and over time.
   - Reliability and ease of use promote occupational safety and enhance job satisfaction.
   - Sustainability built into products through responsible actions in factories, design and use of materials.

2. Ward domestic
   - Enabling clean fluid waste disposal promotes workplace safety.
   - Decreased risk of infection.
   - Serres Nemo speeds up disposal with its 20-second emptying cycle.
3. Nurses

- Smoother, faster and safer workflow
- Easy-to-use solutions virtually eliminates human errors
- High quality bags remove unnecessary frustrations and contamination risks

4. OR Managers

- Versatility of solutions eases day-to-day work.
- Workflow improvements from fluid collection to disposal.
- Serres Nemo is a cost-efficient solution that pays itself back in use.

5. Procurement

- With Serres Suction Bags, you can achieve up to 88% reduction of storage space compared to some other solutions in the market.
- One bag can be used in different operations and areas of the hospital.
- We keep our promises and deliver on time.

Serres Nemo — “We love it.” *

* User feedback 2018
Serres Suction Bag System

Safety and reliability made easy

The suction bag is a hospital essential that you have to be able to rely on in any situation. The Serres Suction Bag System has been designed over the years to make your job easier through our unique solutions and the bag’s versatility to suit different kinds of operations.

The Serres Suction Bag System is simple to learn and take in use. It enables safe and hygienic fluid collection. Perfect when failure is not an option.

We are committed to the highest quality in all that we do, and our products are designed to last. Thanks to our rigorous testing the failure rate of Serres suction bags is less than one in a million.

Why the Serres Suction Bag System?

- Adapts to all clinical needs with single-use suction bags, reusable canisters and the market’s widest range of accessories.
- Enables several different forms of disposal from flushing to incineration. We also provide pre-gelled suction bags to ensure easy and safe handling and transportation of solidified fluid waste.
- Eases organising and managing your storage with an integrated product range that allows for a small number of product references.
- Serres Suction Bags are light and compact to transport and store. With Serres bags you can benefit from up to 88% space savings in transit and inventory.
- Prioritises security and hygiene to minimise the risk of infection.
- Get it when you need it – our products are always delivered on time with the whole product range always available.
- Fast and easy to take in use.
- Equipped with hydrophobic filters that serve as a combined bacterial filter and overflow protection, which reliably protects the central vacuum system from contamination.
One bag, diverse uses.
Serres Nemo

Cleaning up fluid disposal

We are proud to introduce a whole new way of disposing medical fluid waste. The Serres Nemo allows you to empty the suction bag into the sewer with minimum fuss, making the whole process more hygienic.

Ease of use has been one of our top priorities in designing the device. Just insert the bag into the sealed container, close the lid with a safe click, and press the start button. The Serres Nemo takes care of emptying and flushing in 20 seconds.

Together with Serres Suction Bags the device offers a compatible solution from suction to disposal. And Serres Nemo protects you from unwanted spills and exposure to biohazardous fluids all the way. The result is a more clean and safe working environment.

Value

Hygiene

Convenience

Why Serres Nemo?

• With Serres Nemo you can achieve up to 97% savings in fluid waste disposal costs.

• Speeds up your everyday workflow, emptying cycle takes only 20 seconds.

• Keeps your hands clean with safely capped suction bags emptied in a sealed container.

• Cleaning of the device is made easy with the washing tray, improving workplace safety.

• Fits into tight spaces with its functional design and compact form.

• Suits the emptying of 2,000 ml and 3,000 ml standard Serres suction bags.
Safety in a box — and so much more.
Calculate your Serres Nemo savings

See how much you can save with Serres Nemo annually at serres.com

To get to know us better and more about how we can help you, please visit serres.com
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